Report February 2015

e Speak Section

Marathi:

10, 11, 12, 13, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84
All bugs have been resolved.

Assamese:

Changes in/as rules file dated 29 January

1. Modification of the pronunciation of "ব" when a vowel is suffixed. For example, বাবে, বিনা, বেলি, etc.
2. Modification of the pronunciation of "ূ" suffixed to a consonant. For example, মূখ, সূখ, মাখু, তূমি, etc.
3. Modification of the pronunciation of "ব" in words. For example সেবা, মানব, "ভগবান" কীবন, etc. I think here the rule is "wa" or "bo" depending on the word.
4. Modification of the pronunciation of "চ" and "ছ" in a word. For example, চকূ, হহবচি, ববচাৰ, হিচাপ, ঘরি, আছে, কৈছে, etc. –modified.
5. Modification in ph_assamese for words ending with "ভ" has an additional sound of/o/ which is removed.
6. Modification of the pronunciation of "স" , "শ" and "ষ" when it is contracted with another consonant (juktakhor) in a word
7. Modification of the pronunciation of words end with "jophola (য)" too needed to be rectified, e.g. "মুলা".
8. Modification of the pronunciation of words with "jophola" in the middle.

NVDA Section

Ticket #3040
Changes were made in the resolved issue of announcement of overlapped and cropped information in Excel. New announcements were being added instead of the old ones.

Ticket #3045
Color values were being announced in the color list in fill tab of the cell format dialog in Excel. Now the issues are resolved and colour descriptions are being announced properly.

Excel charts
The dialog is changed and radio buttons for comments, formulae and charts are added in the elements list dialog in Excel in NVDA.
Training section

Training in Hindi (February 5 – 6, 2015)
A training workshop was conducted at NAB, R.K. Puram? Sector 5, New Delhi in Hindi. Fifteen participants attended the workshop. The training was conducted by Ms. Suman Dogra with Dr. Homiyar.

Training in Oriya (February 8 – 10, 2015)
A training workshop was conducted at Orissa Association for the Blind, Bhubaneshwar for Oriya. 36 participants attended the training workshop. Ghanshyam Mohanta along with Dr. Homiyar conducted the training.

Training in Hindi (February 13 – 14, 2015)
A training workshop was conducted at Blind Relief Association, New Delhi in Hindi. 17 participants attended the training workshop. The training workshop was conducted by Ms. Suman Dogra.

Training in Punjabi (February 20 – 21, 2015)
A training was conducted in NAB Chandigarh in Punjabi with NVDA. Twenty-three participants attended the training program. Mahesh Khosla was the trainer for Punjabi.